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It sounds like John Mayer got into a fight with Green Day. "People are saying that Keith Varon could be

the next biggest band to come out of the bay area since Green Day or Train." -Mark Curtis (KTVU

Channel 2) 12 MP3 Songs ROCK: Acoustic, POP: Power Pop Details: From the moment Keith Varon

strums the first chords on his guitar, his audience begins a compelling musical journey through

relationships, hardships, joys and jealousy. His is a powerful new voicea storyteller that digs deeply into a

bottomless well of pure emotions. Keith enters 2006 with an exciting new recording and sound. Love is a

Herothe result of an intense two-month studio effortrepresents an extraordinary period of creative growth

in which he introduces a sound thats been characterized as John Mayer meets Green Day. In making his

new CD, Keith looked back and revised some of the first songs he ever wrote, including Act That Way

and Everytime. Its as if the sensitive songwriter entered the studio and left with a punk/emo edge. The

project was the most satisfying effort so far in Keiths young career, producing a recording quality hes

dreamed of for four years. Love is a Hero emerged in an exciting year also notable for reaching new

audiences. Cant Breathe was featured on the second season (episode 3) of MTVs Laguna Beach, while

Never Be The Same was used in the shows season finale. Cant Breathe aired for a full two minutes

under the new title, The Make-Out Song. In 2005, Keith has played in clubs on both coasts, including two

sold out nights of over 400 people at Slims, the premier San Franciscos club founded by Boz Scaggs. He

also continued his successful collaboration with Joey Muller, who Keith describes as a talented musician

who not only understands my style of music, but also understands me as a person. As Keith promotes his

latest work, Love is a Hero, he recalls that it has been five years since he wrote his first song about a girl

that lived thousands of miles away. From there I knew that all I wanted to do was make a timeless,

heartfelt record that represented all that I embody as an artist. This record is my therapy, my girlfriend, my

passion, and my soul. Website keithvaron.com Discography "Self Titled" EP "What Matters" and "Be the

Same" featured in short film "CHECK" "Honestly" to be in Feature Film "Going Down the P.C.H." "Can't

Breathe" featured on MTV's Laguna Beach (Episode 3) "Honestly" featured on "the Owl Mag's" WHO's

WHO of the bay area compilation. "Never be the Same" featured on MTV's Laguna Beach (Season
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Finale) "Honestly" currently spinning on internet radio station Jamestownmusic.com "Honestlty" currently

spinning on internet radio station Hot City Radio "What Matters" aired on Alice97.3 LOVE IS A HERO

(LP) "Intoxicated" spun on Alice97.3fm "Honestly" Placed on MTV's "The Hills"
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